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ABSTRACT 
 
Neutrosophy is a branch of philosophy. Neutrosophy is based on neutrosophic logic, neutrosophic 
probability and neutrosophic set. Neutrosophic triplet theory is new structure in neutrosophic set theory. In 
this study; we introduced notion of generalized neutrosophic triplet group. We defined contrary element for 
generalized neutrosophic triplet group. The contrary element is different from anti element. Contrary 
element is useful in decision making applications. Then we defined a neutral similarity measure and a 
contrary similarity measure for single valued neutrosophic number. We studied properties of neutral 
similarity measure and contrary similarity measure. Also, we introduced single valued neutrosophic number 
valued generalized neutrosophic triplet set and single valued neutrosophic number valued generalized 
neutrosophic triplet group by using neutral similarity measure and contrary similarity measure. So we 
obtained a new structure by using neutrosophic set theory and neutrosophic triplet set theory for the first 
time. Furthermore, we introduced o new method for decision making application. 
 

Keywords: Neutrosophic triplet group; single valued neutrosophic number; single valued        
neutrosophic number valued generalized neutrosophic triplet group; application for decision 
making. 
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1 Introduction 
 
Neutrosophy is a branch of philosophy, firstly introduced by Smarandache in 1980. Neutrosophy is based on 
neutrosophic logic, probability and set [1].  Neutrosophic logic is a generalized of many logics such as fuzzy 
logic which is introduced by Zadeh [2] and intuitionistic fuzzy logic which is introduced by Atanassov [3].  
Fuzzy set have function of membership, intuitionistic fuzzy set has function of membership and function of 
non-membership. Thus; they do not explain the indeterminacy states. But neutrosophic set has function of 
membership, function of indeterminacy and function of non-membership. Also, many researchers have 
studied concept of neutrosophic theory [4-22]. Recently Olgun and Bal [23] studied the neutrosophic 
module; Şahin,  Olgun and Kılıçman [24] introduced neutrosophic soft lattices; Şahin, Alkhazaleh and 
Uluçay [25] studied neutrosophic soft expert set; Şahin, Olgun, Uluçay, Kargın and Smarandache [26] 
introduced centroid single valued neutrosophic number and its applications; Ji, Zhang and Wang [27] studied 
multi – valued neutrosophic environments and its application. Also, Smarandache and Ali studied 
neutrosophic triplet (NT) theory [28] and NT groups [29,30]. A NT has a form <x, neut(x), anti(x)>. Where; 
neut(x) is neutral of “x”, anti(x) is opposite of “x”. Furthermore, neut(x) is different from the classical 
unitary element. Also, The NT group is different from the classical group. Recently, Ali, Smarandache and 
Khan introduced [31] the NT field and NT ring; Smarandache, Şahin and Kargın [32] studied NT G – 
module; Şahin and Kargın introduced [33] NT metric space, NT vector space and NT normed space; Şahin 
and Kargin [34] introduced NT inner product. 
 

Many uncertainties and complex situations arise in decision-making applications. It is impossible to come up 
with these uncertainties and complexities, especially with known numbers. For example, in multi-attribute 
decision making (MADM), multiple objects are evaluated according to more than one property and there is a 
choice of the most suitable one. Particularly in multi-attribute group decision making (MAGDM), the most 
appropriate object selection is made according to the data received from more than one decision maker. 
Multi - attribute decision making group and multi-attribute decision making problems have been found by 
many researchers using various methods using intuitionistic fuzzy numbers. For example, Wan and Dong 
[35] studied trapezoidal intuitionistic fuzzy numbers and application to multi attribute group decision 
making. Wan, Wang, Li and Dong [36] studied triangular intuitionistic fuzzy numbers and application to 
multi attribute group decision making. Also, Wang, Smarandache, Zhang and Sunderraman [37] introduced 
single valued neutrosophic number. Many researchers used various methods using single valued 
neutrosophic number intuitionistic fuzzy numbers. 
 

In this paper; we introduced generalized neutrosophic triplet group and single valued neutrosophic number 
valued generalized neutrosophic triplet group. Also, we gave a new similarity measure for single valued 
neutrosophic number valued generalized neutrosophic triplet groups. Furthermore; we gave a new method 
for decision making application.  In section 2; we give some preliminary results and definition for 
neutrosophic triplets and similarity measure for single valued neutrosophic numbers. In section 3; 
generalized neutrosophic triplet set and generalized neutrosophic triplet group are defined. It is show that 
generalized neutrosophic triplet set and groups are different from the neutrosophic triplet set and groups. In 
section 4; new similarity measures are given for single valued neutrosophic number and some properties of a 
these similarity measure are given. In section 5; we defined single valued neutrosophic number valued 
generalized neutrosophic triplet group and gave a new method for decision making applications. In section 
5; conclusions are given. 
 

2 Preliminaries 
 
Definition 2.1: [30] Let N be a set together with a binary operation *. Then, N is called a neutrosophic 
triplet set if for any a∈ N, there exists a neutral of “a” called neut(a), different from the classical algebraic 
unitary element, and an opposite of “a” called anti(a), with neut(a) and anti(a) belonging to N, such that: 
 

a*neut(a) = neut(a)* a=a, 
and 
a*anti(a)= anti(a)* a=neut(a). 
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Definition 2.2: [30] Let (N,*) be a neutrosophic triplet set. Then, N is called a neutrosophic triplet group, if 
the following conditions are satisfied. 
 

1)  If (N,*) is well-defined, i.e. for any a, b ∈ N, one has a*b ∈ N. 
2)  If (N,*) is associative, i.e. (a*b)*c = a*(b*c) for all a, b, c ∈ N. 

 
Definition 2.3: [37] Let U be an universe of discourse then the single valued neutrosophic set A is on object 

having the form  where the functions T,I,F:U → [0,1]respectively the 
degree of membership, the degree of indeterminacy and degree of non-membership of the element  x∈U to 
the set A with the condition. 
 

             
 
For convenience, we can simply use x = (T, I, F) to represent an element x in single valued neutrosophic 
numbers and the element x can be called a single valued neutrosophic number.  
 

3 Generalized Neutrosophic Triplet Groups 
 
Definition 3.1: Let N be a neutrosophic triplet set together with a binary operation * and a, b ∈ �, �� ⊂ N, 
�� ⊂ N. Then; 
 

a)  �� is called  neutrals set of “a” such that ��= {b : b = neut(a)}. 
�)  �� is called anties set of “a” such that ��= {b : b = anti(a)}. 

 
Example 3.2: Let X = {1, 2, 3} be a set and P(X) is set of all subset of X. Then, (P(X), ∪) is a neutrosophic 
triplet set. Where,  A = neut(A) and B = anti(A) for A⊇B;  A, B ∈ P(X). Also, from definition 3.1; neutrals 
set of A is �� = {A} and anties of A is �� = {B: A⊇B }. 
 
Definition 3.3: Let N be a neutrosophic triplet set together with a binary operation *, �� be neutrals set of a, 
�� be anties set of a and a ∈ �. If there exists an element b ∈ � such that a*b =b*a ∈ N\(�� ∪ �� ), then b is 
called contrary element of “a” and it is shown that b = con(a). 
 
Example 3.4:  From example 3.2; (P(X), ∪) is a neutrosophic triplet set such that A = neut(A) and B = 
anti(A) for A⊇B;  A, B ∈ P(X). Also, neutrals set of A is �� = {A} and anties of A is �� = {B: A⊇B }.  For 
A ∈ P(X), con(A)∈ P(X)\(A∪{B}), where A⊇B. Thus; con(A) must be element of P(X)\(A∪{B}) = {C: 
A’⊇C, A’ is complement of A }. Therefore; there exists a con(A) for A ∈ P(X). Because {C: A’⊇C, A’ is 
complement of A } ≠ ∅ and A ∪ con(A) = con(A) ∪ A. For example; for     X ∈ P(X), con(X) = {∅}. 
 
Definition 3.5: Let N be a neutrosophic triplet set with a binary operation # and a, b ∈ �, �� ⊂ N. Then; �� 
is called contraries set of “a” such that ��= {b : b = con(a)}. 
 
Example 3.6: From example 3.4; for A ∈ P(X),   �� = {C: A’⊇C, A’ is complement of A}. 
 
Definition 3.7: Let N be a neutrosophic triplet set with binary operation #. Then, (N,#) is called generalized 
neutrosophic triplet group if following conditions are satisfied. 
 

i)  a#b ∈ N, for a, b ∈ N,   
ii)  a#a = a,  a∈ N.  
iii)  If there exists con(a) for element “a” such that con(a) = b, then there exist least “a” element b ∈ �� 

such that a = con(b). 
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If there exists any con(a) for  a ∈ N, then generalized neutrosophic triplet element is denoted by    (a, (��, 
��), ��).  If there does not exist con(a) for  a∈ N, then generalized neutrosophic triplet element is denoted by 
(a, (��, ��), �).  
 
Example 3.8: From example 3.2; (P(X), ∪) is a neutrosophic triplet set such that A = neut(A) and B = 
anti(A) for A⊇B;  A, B ∈ P(X).  
 

i)  It is clear that A∪B ∈ P(X) for A, B ∈ P(X) 
ii)  İt is clear that A∪A = A ∈ P(X). 
ii)  From example 3.4; there exists a con(A) for A ∈ P(X) and let con(A) = C. From example 3.6; �� = 

{B: A’⊇B, A’ is complement of A } and �� = {D: C’⊇D, C’ is complement of C}. Thus,                  
C ∈ A’⊇B and A ∈ C’⊇D and for C ∈ ��, there exists A ∈ �� such that A = con(C). Therefore, 
(P(X), ∪) is a generalized neutrosophic triplet group. 

 
Corollary 3.9: Let N be a generalized neutrosophic triplet group with binary operation #. 
 

i)  There exists neut(a) for  all a∈ N such that a = neut(a). 
ii)  There exists anti(a) for  all a∈ N such that a = anti(a).  
iii)  There don’t have to be con(a) for a∈ N. 
vi)  If there exists con(a), then a ≠con(a) for a∈ N. 
v)  neut(a) is different from the classical algebraic unitary element. 

 
Proof. 
 

i)  It is clear that there exists neut(a) for  all a∈ N such that a = neut(a) since a#a=a. 
ii)  It is clear that there exists anti(a) for  all a∈ N such that a = anti(a) since a#a=a. 
iii)  It is clear that there don’t have to be con(a) for a∈ N from definition of con(a). 
iv)  If there exists con(a), then a ≠con(a) for a∈ N since a = neut(a) = anti(a) and from definition of 

con(a) a#a ∉ N\(�� ∪ �� ). 
v)  It is clear from definition of generalized neutrosophic triplet group. 

 
Corollary 3.10: Generalized neutrosophic triplet group is generally different from neutrosophic triplet 
group. Actually generalized neutrosophic triplet group is a specific form of neutrosophic triplet group. 
 
Example 3.11: Let N = {X, Y, Z, T, K} be set of drugs that a pharmaceutical company prepares for the 
treatment of various diseases and we show the results obtained by using these drugs together in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Generalized neutrosophic triplet group with binary operation # 
 

# X Y Z T K 
X X X Y K Z 
Y X Y Y Z X 
Z Y Y Z T T 
T K Z T T Y 
K Z X T Y K 

 
Now, we show that (N, #) is a generalized neutrosophic triplet group. Where, all A, B, C ∈ N; �� is set of 
neut(A)s; �� is set of anti(A)s and �� is set of con(A)s. 
 

i)  From Table 1, A#B = C ∈ N. 
ii)  From Table 1, A#A = A. 
iii)  For element X;  �� = {X,Y}, �� = {X, Z} and �� = {T} 
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For element Y; �� = {Y, Z}, �� = {Y, T} and �� = {X, K} 
For element Z; �� = {Z}, �� = {Z} and �� = {X, Y, T, K} 
For element T; �� = {Z, T}, �� = {Y, T} and �� = {X} 
For element K; �� = {K}, �� = {K} and �� = {X, Y, Z, T}. 
 
Where, con(X) = T and con(T) = X 
 

 con(Y)= K and con(K) = Y 
 con(Z) = K and con(K) = Z 
 con(T) = X and con(X) = T 
 con(K) = Z and con(Z) = K. Thus, (N, #) is a generalized neutrosophic triplet group. 

 
As a result, 
 

for drug X; 
 
Y, Z can be used together with X and T cannot be used together with X. 
 
 For drug Y;  
  
Z, T can be used together and X, K cannot be used together. 
 
               For drug Z;   
 
nothing can be used together with Z. 
 
  For drug T;   
 
Z, Y can be used together and X cannot be used together. 
 

For drug K; 
 
nothing can be used together with K. 
 
Where, we show that groups can be used in decision making problems. However, it is not always possible to 
give a definite answer in every problem. In other words, groups may not be useful in a problem where there 
are uncertainties that this is not the definitive result. So we need to define single valued neutrosophic 
numbers valued group in order to find solutions to the uncertainties. We can also use the similarity measures 
for single valued neutrosophic numbers to make a more comprehensive and applicable definition. Now we 
define a new similarity measure for single valued neutrosophic number. Then, we define single valued 
neutrosophic number valued generalized neutrosophic triplet group. 
 

4 Neutral Similarity Measure and Contrary Similarity Measure 
 
Definition 4.1: Let �� = <��, ��, ��> and �� = <��, ��, ��> be two single valued neutrosophic numbers. The 
neutral similarity measure between ��and �� is 
 

��(��, ��) = 1-2/3. { 
���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
} 

 
Proposition 4.2: Let �� be a neutral similarity measure for ��and �� single valued neutrosophic numbers. 
Then; �� is satisfies the following properties. 
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i) 0≤ ��(��, ��) ≤1 
ii) ��(��, ��) = ��(��, ��) 
iii) ��(��, ��) = 1 if and only if  �� = �� 
iv) If �� ≤ �� ≤ �� then, ��(��, ��) ≤ ��(��, ��) 

 
Proof: 
 
i)As  �� and �� are single valued neutrosophic number,   
 

max{1-2/3. { 
���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
}} = 1   and  

 

min{1-2/3. { 
���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
}} = 0. Thus; 

 0≤ ��(��, ��) ≤1 
 

ii) ��(��, ��) =1-2/3. { 
���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
} 

= 1-2/3. { 
���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
} = ��(��, ��) 

 
iii) We suppose that ��(��, ��) =  

1-2/3. { 
���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
} = 1. Thus, 

 

2/3. { 
���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
} = 0. Where, 

 
���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 = 0, 

 

 
���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 = 0, 

 

 
���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 = 0. Thus, 

 
���{|�� − ��|, |�� − ��|} = 0 
 
 ���{|�� − ��|, |�� − ��|} = 0 
 
���{|�� − ��|, |�� − ��|} = 0. Where,  
 
|�� − ��| = 0      |�� − ��| = 0     |�� − ��| = 0  and  �� = �� , �� = ��, �� = ��. Therefore, ��= ��. 
 
Now we suppose that ��= ��. It is clear that ��(��, ��) =1. 
 
iv) We suppose that  �� ≤ �� ≤ ��. Thus, 
 
�� ≤ �� ≤ ��,   �� ≥ �� ≥ ��,   �� ≥ �� ≥ ��. Where, 
 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
≥ 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 

 
���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
≥ 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
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���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
≥ 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
. Thus, 

 

1-2/3. { 
���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
}≤ 

 

1-2/3. { 
���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
}. Therefore;  

 
��(��, ��) ≤ ��(��, ��). 
 
Definition 4.3: Let �� = <��, ��, ��> and �� = <��, ��, ��> be two single valued neutrosophic numbers. The 
contrary similarity measure between ��and �� is 
 

��  = 2/3. { 
���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
} 

 
Proposition 4.4: Let ��  be a contrary  similarity measure for ��and �� single valued neutrosophic numbers. 
Then; �� is satisfies the following properties. 
 

i) 0≤ ��(��, ��) ≤1 
ii) ��(��, ��) = ��(��, ��) 
iii) ��(��, ��) = 0 if and only if  �� = �� 
iv) If �� ≤ �� ≤ �� then, ��(��, ��) ≥ ��(��, ��) 

 
Proof: 
 
i) As  �� and �� are single valued neutrosophic number,   
 

max{2/3. { 
���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
} = 1   and  

 

min {2/3. { 
���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
}} = 0. Thus; 

 0≤ ��(��, ��) ≤1 
 

ii) ��(��, ��) =2/3. { 
���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
} 

 

= 2/3. { 
���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
} = ��(��, ��) 

 
iii) We suppose that ��(��, ��) =  

2/3. { 
���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
} = 0. Thus, 

 

 { 
���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
} = 0. Where, 

 
���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 = 0, 

 

 
���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 = 0, 

 

 
���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 = 0. Thus, 
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���{|�� − ��|, |�� − ��|} = 0 
 
 ���{|�� − ��|, |�� − ��|} = 0 
 
���{|�� − ��|, |�� − ��|} = 0. Where,  
 
|�� − ��| = 0      |�� − ��| = 0     |�� − ��| = 0  and  �� = �� , �� = ��, �� = ��. Therefore, ��= ��. 
 
Now we suppose that ��= ��. It is clear that ��(��, ��) =0. 
 
iv) We suppose that  �� ≤ �� ≤ ��. Thus, 
 
�� ≤ �� ≤ ��,   �� ≥ �� ≥ ��,   �� ≥ �� ≥ ��. Where, 
 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
≥ 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 

 
���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
≥ 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 

 
���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
≥ 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
. Thus, 

 

2/3. { 
���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
}≥ 

 

2/3. { 
���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
 + 

���{|�����|,|�����| }

���{|�����|,|�����|}��
}. Therefore;  

 
��(��, ��) ≥ ��(��, ��). 
 

5 Single Valued Neutrosophic Number Valued Generalized 
Neutrosophic Triplet Group and Its Application 

 
Now we define the single valued neutrosophic number valued generalized neutrosophic triplet set and single 
valued neutrosophic number valued generalized neutrosophic triplet group using the neural similarity 
measure and contrary similarity measure in section 4.  
 
Definition 5.1: Let N be a set of single valued neutrosophic numbers, * be a binary operation, �� be a 
neutral similarity measure and ��  be a contrary similarity measure. Then, (N,��,*) is called single valued 
neutrosophic number valued generalized neutrosophic triplet set if following conditions are satisfied. Where, 
�, � ∈ [0,1]. 
 

i) x*x = x, for x ∈ N. 
ii) there exists neut(x) for x ∈ N such that   
 

neut(x) = �
�,                                            � ∗ � = � ∗ � = �
�,   � ∗ � = � ∗ � = � ≠ � ��� ��(�, �) ≥ � 

� 

 
iii) there exists anti(x) for x ∈ N such that   
 

anti(x) = �
�,                                               � ∗ � = � ∗ � = �

�,   � ∗ � = � ∗ � = � ≠ � ��� ��(�, �) ≥ � 
� 

 
Where, y = neut(x) from ii). 
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Definition 5.2: Let (N,��,*) be a single valued neutrosophic number valued generalized neutrosophic triplet 
set and �� is contrary similarity measure. For x ∈ N, if there exists a element n ∈ N such that  
 

n = �
�,                                                  � ∗ � = � ∗ � ∈ N\(�� ∪ �� ) 

�,   � ∗ � = � ∗ � = � ∉ N\(�� ∪ �� ) ��� ��(�, �) ≥ 1 − � 
� 

 
then n is called contrary of x and it is shown that con(x) = n. Where, �� is set of neut(x) and �� is set of 
anti(x). 
 
Definition 5.3: Let (N,��,*) be a single valued neutrosophic number valued generalized neutrosophic triplet 
set. Then (N,��,*) is called single valued neutrosophic number valued generalized neutrosophic triplet 
group if following conditions are satisfied. 
 

i)  x*y is a single valued neutrosophic number for x, y ∈ N . 
ii)  If there exists con(x) for element “a” such that con(x) = y, then there exist least “a” element such 

that x = con(y). 
 
Corollary 5.4: It is clear that single valued neutrosophic number valued generalized neutrosophic triplet 
group is generally different from neutrosophic triplet group.  
 
Example 5.5: Let N = {X, Y, Z, T, K} be set of drugs that a pharmaceutical company prepares for the 
treatment of various diseases.  We show the effect of drugs on diseases with single valued neutrosophic 
number such that 
 

X = <0.8, 0.3, 0.2> 
Y = <0.6, 0.2, 0.4> 
Z = <0.7, 0.4, 0.1> 
T = <0.9, 0.2, 0.1> 
K = <0.7, 0.1, 0.3> 

 
Also, we show the results obtained by using these drugs together in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Results obtained by using drugs together (AA= A#A, A ∈ �) 
 

# X = <0.8, 0.3, 
0.2> 

Y = <0.6, 0.2, 
0.4> 

Z = <0.7, 0.4, 
0.1> 

T = <0.9, 0.2, 
0.1> 

K = <0.7, 0.1, 
0.3> 

X = <0.8, 0.3, 
0.2> 

XX=<0.8, 0.3, 
0.2> 

XY=<0.9, 0.1, 
0.1> 

XZ=<0.5, 0.5, 
0.3> 

XT=<0.7, 0.4, 
0.3> 

XK=<0.8, 0.1, 
0.2> 

Y = <0.6, 0.2, 
0.4> 

YX=<0.9, 0.1, 
0.1> 

YY=<0.6, 0.2, 
0.4> 

YZ=<0.3, 0.6, 
0.2> 

YT=<0.7, 0.3, 
0.3> 

YK=<0.9, 0.2, 
0.2> 

Z = <0.7, 0.4, 
0.1> 

ZX=<0.5, 0.5, 
0.3> 

ZY=<0.3, 0.6, 
0.2> 

ZZ=<0.7, 0.4, 
0.1> 

ZT=<0.3, 0.8, 
0.2> 

ZK=<0.9, 0.1, 
0.0> 

T = <0.9, 0.2, 
0.1> 

TX=<0.7, 0.4, 
0.3> 

TY=<0.7, 0.3, 
0.3> 

TZ=<0.3, 0.8, 
0.2> 

TT=<0.9, 0.2, 
0.1> 

TK=<0.8,0.1, 
0.1> 

K = <0.7, 0.1, 
0.3> 

KX=<0.8, 0.1, 
0.2> 

KY=<0.9, 0.2, 
0.2> 

KZ=<0.9, 0.1, 
0.0> 

KT=<0.8,0.1, 
0.1> 

KK=<0.7,0.1, 
0.3> 

 
We show that ({X, Y, Z, T, K}, 0.82�.��, #) is a single valued neutrosophic number valued generalized 
neutrosophic triplet group. 
 

i)   From Table 2, A#B is a single valued neutrosophic number for A, B ∈ N. 
ii)  Firstly, we show the results obtained by using �� neutral similarity measure and ��  contrary 

similarity measure for drugs. 
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Table 3. Results obtained by using �� for drug X. 
 

�� XX XY XZ XT XK 
X 1 0.828 0.790 0.818 1 

 
Table 4. Results obtained by using �� for drug X. 

 
�� XX XY XZ XT XK 
X 0 0.171 0.209 0.181 0 

 
From Table 3, set of neutral for X       →     �� = {X, Y, K} 
 
From Table 4, set of contrary for X    →      �� = {Z, T} 
 

Table 5. Results obtained by using �� for drug Y. 
 
�� YX YY YZ YT YK 
Y 0.743 1 0.659 0.818 0.897 

 

Table 6. Results obtained by using �� for drug Y 
 

�� YX YY YZ YT YK 
Y 0.256 0 0.340 0.181 0.102 

 

From Table 5, set of neutral for Y       →     �� = {Y, K} 
 

From Table 6, set of contrary for Y    →      �� = {X, Z, T} 
 

Table 7. Results obtained by using �� for drug Z. 
 

�� ZX ZY ZZ ZT ZK 
Z 0.777 0.801 1 0.714 0.738 

 
Table 8. Results obtained by using �� for drug Z. 

 
�� ZX ZY ZZ ZT ZK 
Z 0.222 0.198 0 0.285 0.261 

  
From Table 7, set of neutral for Z       →     �� = {Z} 
 

From Table 8, set of contrary for Z    →      �� = {X, Y, T, K} 
 

Table 9. Results obtained by using �� for drug T. 
 

�� TX TY TZ TT TK 
T 0.666 0.7777 0.666 1 0.939 

 

Table 10. Results obtained by using �� for drug T. 
 

�� TX TY TZ TT TK 
T 0.333 0.222 0.333 0 0.06 

 
From Table 9, set of neutral for T          →      �� = {K, T} 
 

From Table 10, set of contrary for T     →      �� = {X, Y, Z} 
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Table 11. Results obtained by using �� for drug K 
 

�� KX KY KZ KT KK 
K 0.939 0.828 0.897 0.944 1 

  
Table 12. Results obtained by using �� for drug K 

  
�� KX KY KZ KT KK 
K 0.06 0.171 0.102 0.055 0 

 
From Table 11, set of neutral for K       →      ��  = {X, Y, Z, T, K} 
 
From Table 12, set of contrary for K     →      �� = {} 
 
Where, con(X) = T and con(T) = X 
 con(X)= Z and con(Z) = X 
 con(Y) = T and con(T) = Y 
 con(Y) = Z and con(Z) = Y.  Thus, ({X, Y, Z, T, K}, 0.82�.��, #) is a single valued neutrosophic number 
valued generalized neutrosophic triplet group. 
 
As a result, 
 
                     For drug X;   
  Y can be used together with X 
 T, Z cannot be used together with X. 
        For drug Y;  
 K can be used together with Y  
 X, Z, T cannot be used together with Y. 
                   For drug Z;   
nothing can be used together with Z. 
        For drug T;   
K can be used together with T 
X, Y, Z cannot be used together with T. 
        For drug K;   
X, Y, Z, T can be used together with K. 
 

6 Conclusion 
 
In this study we have generalized the neutrosophic triplet groups. Thus, we have added a new structure to the 
neutrosophic triplet theory, a new and special algebraic structure. We also defined new similarity measures 
for single valued neutrosophic numbers. Using these measures we have come up with a new solution to 
decision-making applications by using an algebraic structure, the neutrosophic triplet group together with 
single valued neutrosophic numbers. Therefore, we obtained a new structure by using neutrosophic set 
theory and neutrosophic triplet set theory for the first time. In addition, new solutions can be presented to 
many decision making applications using different similarity measures and using different neutrosophic 
numbers as in this study. 
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